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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2021121740A1] A mobile rack arrangement (18) is disclosed, having a plurality of racks (20) that are arranged parallel to one another
in a longitudinal direction (X), wherein each of the racks (20) is designed for putting stored goods (24) into and taking them out of storage in a
transverse direction (Z), which is oriented perpendicularly to the longitudinal direction (X), via a rack aisle (22) which is formed by relative separation
in the transverse direction (Z) of two racks (20) that are arranged directly adjacent to one another, wherein at least one of the adjacently arranged
racks (20) is movable in the transverse direction (Z), and wherein at least one of the racks (20) has a buffer channel (26) which is oriented in the
longitudinal direction (X) and is designed to receive a satellite vehicle (30), designed to transpose the stored goods (24) in the longitudinal direction
(X), within the buffer channel (26) and to put the stored goods (24) into and take them out of storage via an end side (28) of the at least one rack
(20) in the longitudinal direction (X).
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